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Investing in the Highest Order of Value
First Avenue is an intrinsic value equity manager investing exclusively in high quality companies. The
objective of our investment style is to grow our clients’ wealth through the consistent application of
our investment philosophy and process over long periods of time. We list below the simultaneous
conditions necessary for this outcome to materialise.
1.

We forgo opportunity to outperform the market during periods of over-valuation (momentum)
due to either trend exuberance or risk acquisition:

These are periods when: (i) the valuation of most securities on the market do not reflect an adequate
margin of safety, and (ii) the psychological and emotional make-up of investors who dominate market
activity is one of valuing one’s gains more than one’s losses. We refer to our results during these later
stages in the business and market cycle as our pain trade.
2. Our clients stay with us for extended periods of time:
By foregoing momentum related returns, investors in our funds appreciate our ability to: (i) avoid
significant capital losses when the stock market corrects from over-valuation (momentum), and (ii)
continue to grow from a higher base than a market-corrected level. Through this phenomenon, which
is referred to as compounding, we aim to double our clients’ investments with us every 3.9 years at
the high end and 5.5 years at the low end. This works out to an average compound annual return of
between 12.25% and 19% depending on where in the cycle a client invests with us. To further explain,
12.25% is our view of the cost of equity in South Africa, which is the bare minimum an equity investor
should earn and 19% is the average annual compound return on the All Share since 1960 (the furthest
back we could go to find clean data).

Team Update: From the 11 Best to the Best 11
It takes decades old sports franchises what may seem to bleeding-heart, die-hard fans like an eternity
to build a dynasty – a team that frequently succeeds in its quest because it works well together over
extended periods of time. This problem plagues every single team-oriented enterprise across
industry. We too at First Avenue have had a run in with it. We lost teammates both in the early going
of the business and in recent times. We have experienced a much wider array of human behavior
than we ever anticipated. Naturally, we’ve pondered deeply what it would take to successfully trap
franchise value in human resources.
Like any organization, First Avenue has a preferred culture. We reported on it at length in the past1.
Undoubtedly, some of the range of human behavior we experienced was highly incongruent with our
culture. Was it our culture or was it the people we employed? Often, discussions with our clients and
partners center around why we could not keep a good person. For a long time, too long in fact, we
sought solutions between these two options. We spent copious amounts of time fine tuning both our
culture and what we thought we wanted to see in the folks we wanted to hire. Little did we know that
we were misdiagnosing the problem. It was neither culture nor people. It was our hiring practices!
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We fell into the trap that most firms, especially young firms, fall into. We wanted to hire good people.
This pursuit led us to hiring experienced people. The idea was that they could hit the ground running
and add to our commerciality with clients. In short, we were in the market to buy the best 11 soccer
players from other clubs. We bought ‘players’ from local and international asset managers. It is safe
to say that each of the folks we brought in had worked elsewhere previously and were in one way or
another molded or influenced by those cultural experiences. Our folly was in expecting good people
to harness their previous experiences within yet another cultural construct. Ours.
Upon further reflection, what we needed was not good people but a good capability to develop staff
within our cultural construct. Building rather than buying would necessitate that these players had
very little or no prior corporate experience. The absence of a strong prior corporate influence in their
behavioral reaction to our culture would leave only their personal value system to contend with. Their
age, and willingness to absorb new ideas, will either shift their perspective in appreciation of --and
alignment with -- our culture (provided it is superior) or not. Either way, the odds of trapping franchise
value are now in our favor.
Let us spend a little bit of time on the superior instincts embedded in our culture of transparency.
Human civilization is replete with examples of progress despite the tension between individual and
societal performance. Economic theories such as Tragedy of the Commons stem from that tension. A
company is a common in which individuals play out their individual ambitions at time to the tragic and
fatal end of the company. The commons too can stifle human ingenuity to the tragic end of the
individual. Transparency in the areas in which both the individual and company are most vulnerable
becomes the key ingredient in optimizing this tension. Transparency, however, requires implicit trust
by the (i) individual that the company is the best vehicle through which to attain his or her success
and (ii) company that the individual is the best agent of its success.
While trust is the most important ingredient of successful cooperation among individuals, there is a
decreasing marginal utility to trust. There is a level at which people misuse trust (misuse privileged
information voluntarily offered up by a transparent system for personal gain). This is exactly where
we experienced problems with individuals whose introduction to the workplace wasn’t steeped in
transparency. Consider the various types of culture that dot the corporate landscape:
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Figure 1:

Culture vs. Performance

Source: Horizons Family Office & Investor Magazine, Issue 04

Is it a survivor culture where everything is driven by impulses, where you have no aligning factors?
People, basically, just try to make sure they survive until the next year. Is it a complete compliance
culture? Yes, there will be rules and targets, but there you end up with a bunch of dependent people
saying ‘yes’. Is it a self-esteem culture with values and standards and more independent thinking
which pertains to group intelligence? Or, as is the case with First Avenue, is it a self-actualization
culture with a shared purpose where people understand they are dependent on one another, which
enables the highest form of cooperation? Our cultural construct appeals to man’s most aspirational
instincts. We are betting that few entrants to the workplace would find such a culture offensive.
Of paramount importance is condensing the length of time it takes to get a new hire to full production.
We have learnt from some of the best programs locally and globally how to “blood” new hires. The
stock broking industry globally is excellent at delivering healthy offspring after a short period of
gestation. We are intimately familiar with a few of these programs (e.g. HSBC, Morningstar). For the
past nine months, we worked with a former head of research at JP Morgan Securities and Investec
Securities to both quantitatively codify our investment process and devise a competence program for
new hires. The year-long program will culminate in up to 3 candidates securing full time employment
with us. In order to build in natural staff attrition, albeit at a lower rate than in the past, and create
both redundancy and competition, we will reprise this endeavor annually. It goes without saying that
this is a great way to access and empower transformation candidates, specifically Black females.
As a result of this remedy to our hiring process, our organogram changes as follows:
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Figure 2:

First Avenue Organogram

Source: First Avenue

Investment Outcomes: Decomposition of Returns - Price vs. Dividends
After outperforming for two straight quarters, the fund underperformed in Q4. To outperform 50%
of the time in the late cycle of a momentum rally is as admirable as scoring against the run of play.
Yet, make no mistake: Quality should not outperform in the latter part of the cycle. Momentum is
too strong to valuations to overcome. Investors are extrapolating earning growth of cyclical
companies forward based on continued virulence in both fiscal and monetary policy. The biggest
beneficiaries of the status quo are mining companies which we do not own and have not owned for
four years. In the quarter, precious metal producers (Anglo Platinum, Impala, Sibanye Gold) detracted
performance from an otherwise well balanced sectoral contribution.
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Stock Attribution: Top and Bottom 10 Contributors 3 months to December 31, 2019
(General Equity Strategy)
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Figure 1:

Relative Return

Source: First Avenue, Statpro

Despite this, 2019 was a year in which capital returns in Quality rebounded strongly from its 2018
bottom.
Figure 2:

Capital Returns:

Fund vs. SATRIX RESI ETF
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In contrast, dividends contributed significantly to returns of mining stocks (SATRIX RESI ETF). Mining
companies have so far chosen to return cashflows, thanks to a rebound in commodity prices in 2016,
to shareholders than reinvest for growth (decade lows in capex). Investors are betting that dividend
yields of mining shares will come to pass. In other words, they are betting that nothing will upset the
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apple cart of commodity prices. We are betting that something will. And when it does, Quality
companies will outperform based on its more consistent dividend profile.
Figure 3:

Income Returns:

Fund vs. SATRIX RESI ETF

Annual Gross Income Return
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Unlike mining companies, Quality companies do not stop generating cashflows and distributing them
in the form of dividends and share buy backs when out of cycle. In the event of a market crash, capital
returns of cyclical companies will underperform income generating properties of Quality companies.

Is the Market Pricing Intangible Companies Tangibly and Tangible Companies Intangibly?
The economic landscape in developed countries is rapidly changing from tangible to intangible. A lot
of basic functions in such staple industries as communications, banking, and retail are now performed
and processed digitally. That trend has accelerated particularly in the last ten years. Yet according to
McKinsey Global Institute, the U.S. economy operates at only 18% of its digital potential. This for a
country that prides itself as being at the forefront of all things digital. As well all know, valuations and
investment performance of digitally inclined businesses have outstripped those of less digitally
inclined businesses by orders of magnitude. It wasn’t always this way. Until about 2008, the US
economy, for instance, processed and consumed materials in order to grow in real terms. In the last
ten years however, the US economy has dematerialized.
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Figure 4:

Source:

Dematerialization of the US Economy - Metals

“More from Less”, Andrew McAfee

The afore shown chart puts paid once and for all the myth that manufacturing in the US is shrinking
because of “outsourcing” to China and South East Asia. Clearly, manufacturing and industrial
production are growing in the US just much faster than the country’s consumption of metals.
Technological innovation in the US affords the country higher “metal productivity” in manufacturing
leading to an expansion in profit margins of US corporations. The impact of metal dematerialization
on real GDP is stark.
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Figure 5:

Source:

Impact of Metal Dematerialization on US Real GDP

“More from Less”, Andrew McAfee

The assault on productivity of other materials (paper, timber, stone, cement, stone, and gravel) is
equally impressive.
Figure 6:

Source:

Dematerialization of the US Economy – Non-Metals

“More from Less”, Andrew McAfee
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Crop production has not been spared from human ingenuity. The United States produces more
tonnage from progressively fewer inputs. It really does make us wonder what BHP and Anglo
American are thinking as they expand into potash and fertilizer respectively.
Figure 7:

Source:

Technological Improvements in Agriculture Yield More Food from Less Inputs

“More from Less”, Andrew McAfee

As the world becomes intangible, so does the stock market. Intangible assets (Nasdaq) have trounced
tangible assets (Stoxx Europe Total Market Mining Index) by orders of magnitude. BHP and Anglo
American, both constituents of the Stoxx Europe Total Market Mining Index, are investing in potash
(Jensen) and Fertilizer (take out of Sirius on the LSE) respectively. In the modern economy, know-how
and farming IP play a greater role in value creation than tangible assets such as land, fertiliser, etc.
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Figure 8:

Is Value Tangible or Intangible (Nasdaq vs Euro Mining Index): 10Yrs to Dec 2019
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It does make us wonder if productivity in mining companies such like BHP Group (BHP) and Anglo
American (AGL) can rise faster than the pace at which leading economies are dematerializing across
hard and soft commodities. Which leads to a very important question:

Which Industries Better Lend Themselves to Digitalization?
Digitization is the new arms to securing productivity and economic profitability. To be sure, most
industries, including the mining sector, are digitizing. However, there is a real differentiation between
the “haves” and the “have mores”. Digital technologies have ramped up competition, disrupted
industries and forced businesses to clarify their strategies, develop new capabilities, and transform
their cultures. According to McKinsey, the rate at which incumbent companies lose leadership has
increased 40% between 1965 and 2012 in the US. Digital penetration in that economy will only
accelerate this rate. More globally, McKinsey surveyed 150 large corporations using 18 practices
related to digital strategies, capabilities, and culture (culminating in a single performance metric it
refers to as Digital Quotient). The higher the digital maturity of a company, the greater the digital
quotient. The survey reveals a wide range of digital performance in today’s large corporations:
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Figure 9:

Assessment of Digital Quotient Among 150 Global Corporations

Source: McKinsey Global Institute, Raising Your Digital Quotient, June 2015

Digitization is a secular, not a cyclical trend. It serves both as a lethal threat to economic moats and a
huge opportunity to extending them. As investors in High Quality companies, we are interested in
both sides of the disruption equation. To own companies on the digital offensive (Outsurance,
Amazon) as well as those can defend their leadership position by raising their Digital Quotient
(Santam, Walmart). Digital leaders stand out from their competitors in their ability to digitize assets,
their utilization, and their labor productivity.
Raising your digital quotient is easier said than done. Some sectors benefit from a natural digital
tailwind (lend themselves to digitization) more than others. As well there are areas where digitization
doesn’t lead to great differentiation in productivity and economic profits and areas where it does. For
instance, automated equipment (including smart buildings) has digitized physical assets (this has
doubled in the US over the past 15yrs). Corporate interactions – customers, suppliers, and internal
business processes, outsourcing to SaaS platforms grew almost fivefold in the same period across the
entire US economy. But the biggest differentiator of the three comes from having a digitally
empowered workforce. Digital labor metrics such as share of tasks involving digital tools, the number
of new digital occupations (functions that did not exist before the advent of digitization), and so on
rose eightfold in leading sectors while the rest of the US economy ran in place. In other words, some
parts of a modern economy are playing in a totally different league.
McKinsey drew up an Industry Digitization Index that measures digital process and adoption in each
sector. The results show that some sectors lend themselves to digitization far more than others. It is
no surprise that the technology sector leads the way, followed closely by media, finance and
insurance, and professional services (e.g. consulting, accounting, etc.) which have far more
sophisticated digital capabilities than the rest of the economy.
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Figure 10:

Propensity to Digitize by Sector

Toggling away from the developed world, Emerging Markets (bar China) are lagging far behind the US
in digital penetration. However, the lesson we learn is that there are a few areas where Emerging
Markets have leapfrogged the US. For instance, Visa and Mastercard often trial and launch
advancements in credit card technologies in Emerging Markets with less legacy of infrastructure. The
great advantage for EMs is the ability to leapfrog technology. Banks and Insurers in South Africa have
13

the FinTech world as their digital oyster. South African retailers have the e-commerce world as their
digital oyster. Similarly, there are oceans of opportunity for South African banks, insurers, and
retailers. Some physical assets of South African banks, branches, namely, have gone paperless (at
least in the urban areas). As well, banks increasingly interact with their customers is increasingly
digital via mobile apps and internet banking (digital usage).
But the real differentiator in profitability and returns on capital are new jobs that weren’t there 10yrs
ago along with accompanying internal business processes to fulfill those functions. The juggernaut
that is Capitec is point in case. FirstRand’s digitization strategies are now teachable moments for Absa,
Nedbank, and Standard Bank. For retailers, an e-commerce platform to fulfil customer purchasing
requirements is a critical route to market. What’s more, such platforms can be hosted through cloud
companies such as Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure as a service. Big data analytics, if not
Artificial Intelligence, on customer preferences, stock replenishing, and credit scoring can now be
realized without substantial, upfront capital expenditure on servers, software and integration. Talking
about A.I., its impact on underwriting quality and claims has immense implications on both the balance
sheet and income statement of insurance companies. South African banks, insurers, and retailers
have a golden decade ahead of them. It helps that competition is mostly among themselves rather
than new entrants. Even in the case of new pure digital banks in South Africa, incumbents have access
to the same technology and skill set as challenger banks. In addition, they have scale, brand,
wherewithal for regulatory costs, and cashflow to go the distance. As importantly, digitization
enhances the capital light traits of businesses in these sectors. The challenge for incumbents it so
migrate away from costly legacy systems and solutions in order to replicate or better the cost structure
of the incumbent.
This perspective becomes very important when looked through the all-important lens of valuation.
Banks, insurers, and retailers constitute the bulk of High-Quality stocks on the stock market. As well,
they are an important subset of what is referred to as South Africa Inc. Both the financial services and
retail sector have underperformed against mining shares since 2016. Along with comparatively limited
digitization opportunities, mining companies just cannot get away from the capital intensity
associated with digging a hole in the ground. Yet opportunities for productivity and efficient gains are
much greater in the former than the latter. We posit that valuations are heavily skewed in favor of
banks, insurers, and retailers.
Price-to-Book vs 10 Year Historical Average by Sector
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Figure 11:

South Africa: Investors Fear the Worst
The negativity that has enveloped South Africa is palpable. The country’s woes are well documented,
we have nothing to add or subtract. Suffice it to say the country’s macroeconomic problems are why
value has emerged so strongly in South African high-quality names. Like other investors, we would
like to ignore that value and join the crowd hiding out in the Resource sector – and there are many
ways of doing it – “it’s going to get a lot worse before it gets better” is one. Another way is to label
mining companies as Quality companies on the largesse endowed to them by the cycle. Afraid of
falling behind their respective benchmarks, most erstwhile Quality managers have done that. Even
the S&P Quality Index has capitulated. Its resource weighting went from 5% in January 2019 and now
stands at 26%.
Figure 12:

Source:

Resource-weighting in S&P Quality Index:

Satrix

At a technical level, one could describe this behavior as conflating Momentum with Quality. But what
it is, in fact, is a deep fear of the offense of underperforming. They can only imagine client reaction.
While the margin of loss and gain may be the same, losing is twice as painful. So, most investors have
now become macro strategists to justify an aversion to value and an affinity for momentum.
Ultimately, this behavior will create a stampede toward S.A. Inc when the macro turns. Many will be
hurt in such a rotation.
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Figure 13:

Sector Positioning vs. Benchmark: December 31, 2019
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Figure 14:

General Equity Strategy Top 10 Bets vs. SWIX as at December 31, 2019
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Figure 15:

Focused Quality Strategy Top 10 Bets vs SWIX: As at December 31, 2019
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Figure 16: Capped SWIX Strategy Top 10 Bets vs. Capped SWIX: As at December 31, 2019
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Figure 15: Sector Positioning Capped Swix Composite vs. Capped SWIX: December 31, 2019
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Global Equity: Where the Future is Manufactured (and Highly Valued)
Given how we think corporate value can be renewed in the financial services and retail sectors in
South African companies, it should not come as a surprise to you that our global equity portfolios
(Family Business Fund and Sanlam Select) are positioned in companies with critical attributes of
technology. These are both pure tech companies (The Trade Desk, Amazon, Apple, Google, Wayfair,
Samsung, Kakaku.com, Facebook) and traditional companies using digitization to enhance their
economic moats and profit leadership (L’Oreal, Hermes, LVMH, Walmart, Assa Abloy, Charter
Communications, Clorox, Kao Corp, Visa, Mastercard).
These companies have very strong economic moats that have sustained their rise to industry
leadership. Digitization of pure tech companies speaks for itself. It is the adoption of digitization of
physical assets, business processes (internal), and interaction with customers (external) in traditional
business where management’s success shows up. Management’s job is to ensure that being an
incumbent and being a leader are one and the same thing. What digitization has done is to widen
profit margins, enhance cashflow from operations, and reduce incremental capex spend per unit of
revenue. As a result, capital spend as a percentage of cashflow from operations has structurally
shifted lower while dividends and share buy-backs have risen tremendously.
Figure 16:

Capital Spending as % of Cashflow from Operations, US S&P 500 ex Financials

Yet this does not mean capital spending has reduced in absolute terms. These companies are not
leaving any room for disrupters to push them off the ball. All this good work has not gone unnoticed
by the market, especially in the US. By whatever short-hand metric, valuations are approaching fair.
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Figure 17: S&P 500 Valuation Metrics

As investors, we work with the rate at which valuation revolves around Quality like life
containing earth revolves around the sun. If valuations are in the prime of the day in the US,
they are in the dark in Europe and Japan. Pure tech firms have not permeated those
economies as it has the US, hence the disparity in growth, productivity and efficiency. Europe
and Japan have more of Old Industry companies digitizing than new world pure tech
companies. In other words, there are fewer pure tech disrupters in the Old World (and more
tangible businesses) than there are in the New World.
Figure 18:

High Growth Tech Drives US Markets, Growth in Laggards Drive in Europe
and Japan, % of total index market cap

The rigidity (as opposed to dynamism) of both economies is the reason for the discrepancy
in valuation between the Old World and the New World. Europe and Japan are always
cheaper than the EU. An investor must be prescient to pick Old World companies that will
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outperform the US. So difficult that it is almost always worth just being overweight US in
MSCI World. Betting on Europe and Japan is probabilistically a mug’s game.
Figure 19:

Overweight US and EM, Underweight Europe and Japan
3-yr rolling out(under)performance vs. MSCI All World Index

Our global equity portfolios have a respectable proportion of European and Japanese
companies. We have tried to be prescient in the Quality of the companies we’ve picked up
at attractive valuations (Inditex, BMW, Roche, Schindler, Robertet, Heineken, Biomereiux,
Svenska Handelsbanken). Intriguingly, European stocks come with a high yield, albeit slower
growing than the lower but faster growing yields in the US. So, our High Quality global
equity portfolios are a combination between high but slower growing yields and low but
faster growing yields.
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Disclaimer
First Avenue Investment Management is an Authorized Financial Service Provider (FSP 42693).
The content of this presentation and any information provided may be of a general nature and may not be based
on any analysis of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the client (as defined in the
Financial Advisory Intermediary Services Act). As a result, there may be limitations as to the appropriateness of
any information given. It is therefore recommended that the client first obtain the appropriate legal, tax,
investment or other professional advice and formulate an appropriate investment strategy that would suit the
risk profile of the client prior to acting upon such information and to consider whether any recommendation is
appropriate considering the client’s own objectives and particular needs.
Any opinions, statements and any information made, whether written, oral or implied are expressed in good
faith.
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